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ABSTRACT

Name

: M Nur Bayu Hidayat

Study Program

: English Education Program

Title

: An Analysis of Character Values in English Textbook “When
English Rings a Bell” for the First Grade Students of Junior High
School
The purpose of this research is to analyze the 18 character values represented in

an English textbook “When English Rings a Bell” for the first grade students of Junior
High School. The design of this research was descriptive qualitative method. The
technique of collecting the data used in this research were techniques adapted from
Creswell (2008) consisting of four stages, reading carefully, understanding specific part,
marking certain parts, and make a description of the data. The findings of this research
indicated the 18 character values in English textbook “When English Rings a Bell” was
founded, in a text, picture, and task instruction from this English textbook and also that
18 character values in this English textbook represented in fom explicitly or implicitly
but, represented in form explicitly more dominant in this English textbook “When
English Rings a Bell”.
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ABSTRAK

Name

: M Nur Bayu Hidayat

Jurusan

: Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris

Judul

: An Analysis of Character Values in English Textbook “When
English Rings a Bell” for the First Grader Students’ of Junior
High School
Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk menganalisa 18 nilai karakter yang

dihadirkan pada buku pembelajaran bahasa Inggris “When English Rings a Bell” untuk
siswa kelas satu dekolah menengah pertama. Metode dari penelitian ini adalah deskritif
kualitatif yang dirancang untuk menganalisa pesan atau teks dengan detail dan teknik
pengumpulan data pada penelitian ini menggunakan teknik yang diadaptasi dari
creswell (2008) yang mana terdiri atas empat tahapan: membaca dengan seksama,
memahami bagian yang spesifik, menandai bagian tertentu dan membuat deskripsi dari
setiap data, ditemukan dari penelitian ini bahwa 18 nilai karakter didalam buku
pembelajaran bahasa Inggris “When English Rings a Bell” ditemukan pada teks, gambar
dan juga dari instruksi tugas dari buku ini, dan juga 18 nilai karakter tersebut dihadirkan
dalam bentuk implisit atau eksplisit, tapi dihadirkan dalam bentuk eksplisit lebih
mendominasi di dalam buku pembelajaran bahasa Inggris “When English Rings a Bell”
ini.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Problem
In this modern era English Language is the global language for
communication and also English is one of language must be mastered for everyone,
no exception, its take effect for our student’s, cause without have a good English
skills in this era we can’t connected to outside world, we hard to know a
information, operate something, or just to play a game, cause in this era almost,
every human activity it’s near with English language. and its make our students
must have a good skill to communicate. Besides the skills itself they should increase
their own ability, to have their own ability for other terms. They have to many kind
of place where they should gain their own skills.
School is one good option of place to learn English language which the
student’s can gather or even increase their English communication skills, To have
a good English Language skills, in school, students are equipped with a set of
textbook as their reference or guide for what extent they have to learn. Textbook
formally prepared to the teacher itself cause of it, this textbook is suitable with the
standardize curriculum. Which one in indonesia we use K13 curriculum and
Teachers should really careful to choose which one textbook
Teachers also have a duty to ensure that the teaching and learning material
for students and children are presented. delivered or towards which they are
directed, and also appropriate with their developmental growth and relevant to the
achievement of learning outcomes. For choosing those textbook teachers should at
least considered in the two basics rules. There are the content and format.
In theory, textbooks are developed on the basis of written curriculum. The
curriculum also guides the textbook evaluation. Tornroos (2004), used the term
“potentially implemented curriculum” to describe the role of the textbook and other
curriculum materials in a classroom in the light of written curriculum. This role of
textbooks constitutes an intermediate stage between the intended (written)
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curriculum and the implemented curriculum. Increased attention is being paid to
quality of textbooks across the globe.
Indonesia nowdays used curriculum 2013, or also we usually called with (K13) in this currculum have an aim in emphasis on buildings students, its include
character, skills based on students’ interests and needs, kemendiknas (2013). One
of requirement as a good K13 textbooks in indonesia is, that textbooks should
include caracter values in every chapter of book, with the purpose that Character
values can be embedded in every students because by having good character, they

can be good people and create a better society. Character can be embedded in the
society, family and also in the school.
Based on Ministry of Education Indonesia, says if in Indonesia “18”
Character Values, what this character must be add in a textbook: 1.Religiousness
2.Honesty 3.Tolerance 4.Discipline 5.Perseverance 6.Creativity 7.Independence
8.Democracy

9.Curiousity

13.Friendliness/communicatio

10.Nationalism
14.Love

of

11.Patriotism
Peace

12.Appreciation

15.Reading

interest

16.Environmental awareness 17.Social awareness 18.Responsibility.
“When English Rings a Bell” is a textbook students used at seventh grade of
junior hight school in Indonesia, in which this book is written by, Siti Wachidah,
Asep Gunawan, Diyantari and Yuli Rulani Khatimah. And published by
kemendikbud on 2017 and this books still used until this year, and Ministry of
Education Indonesia says this textbooks still as a recomends book to used in 2020.
and this textbook has made for training the students for more active and creative in
the class by task in the textbook, and also the sentence in this textbook so simple
and easy to understand with clear instruction in every activity.
Caused some fact above and this book classified newly and used curriculum
2013, researcher interested to conduct a research, especially limited to study about
the 18 character values in English textbooks “When English Rings a Bell” for
seventh grade of junior hight school. Therefore the researcher take the title: an
analysis of character values in English textbook “When English Rings a Bell” for
the first grade students of junior hight school.
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B. Research Question
This research use to find the answer to the question :
How are caharacter values presented in “When English Rings a Bell” textbook ?
C. Purpose of Research
The purpose of this study is to analyze the character values represented in an
English textbook “When English Rings a Bell” and in this research the researcher
want to focus in some of character value, especially in 18 character :
(1)Religiousness, (2)Honesty, (3)Tolerance, (4)Discipline, (5)Perseverance,
(6)Creativity, (7)Independence, (8)Democracy, (9)Curiousity, (10)Nationalism,
(11)Patriotism, (12)Appreciation, (13)Friendliness/communication, (14)Love of
Peace, (15)Reading interest, (16)Environmental awareness, (17)Social awareness,
(18)Responsibility. I interest to study about this values, cause without this character
values we can’t create a competent students.
D. Scope of the Research
This study limited to analyze character values in English textbook “When
English Rings a Bell”especially focus on 18 caharacter values.
E. Significant of the Research
The result of this study is, the researcher want to contribute in English
language teaching, especially in finding the right textbook, which one that book
load a character values inside which one that point really important for students’,
and the researcher hopefully this research can help the teachers in comprehend
character values from a text book.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Textbook
a. Definition of Textbook
Textbook is a book use to giving instruction in a subject, it used usually at
schools, and also as a media in teaching and learning process, who this media will
help the teacher in explaining material in teaching and learning process. Gunantar
(2017, p.173) stated that if textbook are very important source of teaching, and also
the quality of textbook can determined success or not students’ in the learning
process.
b. Notion of Textbook
Brown (2001: 136) states that the most obvious and most common form of
material support for language instructions comes through textbooks. Harmer (2007:
182) states the majority of teachers around the world use the textbook to help
students and to provide structure and direction for teachers in teaching. Textbook
serves to attract students in exploring/following the subject matter they will learn.
Tomlinson (2011) says that a textbook provides the core materials for a
language-learning course. It aims to provide as much as possible in one book and
is designed so that it could serve as the only book which the learners necessarily
use during a course. Such a book usually includes work on grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation, functions and the skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking.
Iskandarwassid and Sunendar (2009: 172) suggests that teaching materials that
will be delivered to learners with specific strategies must meet the following criteria:
1. Relevant to the competency standard and basic competencies of subjects that
sould be achieved by learners.
2. Teaching materials is a learning content and elaboration of standards of
competence and basic competences.
3. Motivating students to learn more.
4. In connection with the previous material.
5. Materials are arranged systematically from the simple to the complex.
4
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6. Practical.
7. Helpful for students.
8. In accordance with the times.
9. Can be obtained easily.
10. Attracting learners.
11. Containing illustrations that captivate learners.
12. Considering the appropriate linguistic aspects to the ability of learners.
13. Closely linked with other subjects.
14. Stimulating private activities of the learners who use it.
15. Avoiding vague concept that can confuse learners.
16. Having clear viewpoint.
17. Distinguishing teaching materials for children and for adults.
18. Respect different personal learners.
Moreover, Iskandarwassid and Sunendar (2009: 172-173) mentions some roles
of teaching material as follows.
1. Reflecting the sharp and innovative point of view about teaching and
demonstrating its application in the teaching materials presented.
2. Presenting a rich source of subject matter, readability and varied, according to
the interests and needs of the learners.
3. Providing a well-organized and gradual source.
4. Presenting the methods and media of teaching to motivate learners.
5. Being a support for the exercises and practical tasks.
c. The Function of Textbook
A textbook has lot of function, according Thomson textbook has many function
as follows:
a. Individualization of instruction
A textbook helps students to individualize by enabling them to proceed at their
own rate and to a limited extend, according to what they are interested in studying.

b. Organization of instruction
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Its mean textbook helps students to organize instruction by providing experience,
suggested activities, recomended reading and question.
c. Tutorial contribution
Teacher often uses the textbook to help students learn how to read better, to study,
to weight evidance and also to solve problems.
d. Improvement of teaching
Textbook also regarded as a helpful utility which is used by teachers to improve
their skills in teaching.
And another expert says different its like mulyasa and harmer says below:
Mulyasa (2013: 50) adds that in the implementation of Curriculum 2013, the
government had already prepared most of the books that are required to be learned by
students, including teachers‟ books and guidance of learners. Therefore, the selection
of textbooks should prioritize primary textbooks, which is directly related to the
achievement of specific competencies. Meanwhile the selection of supplementary
books should be remain guided by the recommendation or endorsement of the
education, and other considerations that do not burden the elderly.
Harmer (2001: 304) writes that the benefits and restrictions of textbook use can
be easily summarised as follows:
1. The Benefit
Good textbook are carefully prepared to offer a coherent syllabus, satisfactory
language control, motivating texts, tapes and other accesories such as videotapes, CDROMs, extra resource material, and useful web links. They provide teachers under
pressure with the reassurance that, even when they are forced to plan at the last moment,
they will be using material which they can have confidence in. They come with detailed
teacher‟s guide which not only provide procedures for the lesson in the student‟s book,
but also offer suggestion and alternatives, extra activities, and resources. Students like
textbook too since they foster the perception of progress as units and then books are
completed. Textbook also provide material which students can look back at for
revision, and at their best their visual and topic appeal can have a powerfully engaging
effect.
2. The Restrictions
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Units and lessons often follow an unrelenting format so that students and teachers
eventually become de-motivated by the sameness of it all. And in their choice of topics
textbooks can sometimes be bland or culturally inappropriate.

d. Selecting Textbooks
A guide to choose teaching materials in general has been outlined by Department
of National Education (Depdiknas). Depdiknas in Abidin (2012: 49-50) explains that
there are a number of principles in selecting instructional materials to be aware of the
teacher. Those principles include:
1. The principle of relevance
This means that learning materials should have relevance to the achievement of
standards and basic competencies.
2. The principle of consistency
This means that there is a constancy between teaching materials with the basic
competencies that must be mastered by students. For example,if there are four different
basic competencies that must be mastered by students, then teaching materials to be
taught should also include four kinds.
3. The principle of adequacy
This means that the material should be adequate in helping students to master the
basic competencies. There should not be too many materials. If it is too little, the
teaching materials will be helpless to achieve standards of competence and basic
competences. Conversely, if it is too many, it will be a waste of time and energy that
does not need to learn it

B. Character
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a. Definition of Character
In general character is the mental and moral qualities distinctive to an
individual, but character in this research is different, which it’s mean a good moral
who students should get in teaching and learning process.
b. Notion of Character
According to Koesoema (2007: 90), the term „character‟ is derived from the
Greek karasso, which means „blueprint‟, „the basic format‟or „fingerprint‟. More
clearly, Saptono (2011: 18) mentions this definition as deterministic. Here, the
character is understood as a set of mental condition on ourselves that have been
granted or given. It is a fixed person's character that becomes a special mark which
distinguishes people from one another.
Bagus in Saptono (2011: 18) states that the term „character‟ is derived from
the Greek charassein, which means „to make sharp‟or „to make deep‟. This second
notion is non deterministic or dynamic (Saptono, 2011: 18). Here, the character is
understood as a person's level of strength or toughness in an effort to overcome the
mental condition that has been given. It is a process that is desired by someone to
enhance his humanity.
Sjarkawi in Koesoema (2007: 80) understands the character from a behavioral
point of view that emphasizes somatopsikis element of the individual since his birth.
Here, the term is considered the same as personality. Personality is considered as a
characteristic of a person who comes from formations received from the environment,
such as family in childhood, and also one's innate from birth.
Koesoema (2007: 79-80) adds that in general, people often associate the term
character with what is called a temperament. It gives a definition that emphasizes the
psychosocial factors associated with educational and environmental context. Philips in
Mu'in (2011: 160) also mentions that the character is a collection of values that lead to
a system, which underlies the thinking, attitudes, and behaviors that are shown.
The definitions above emphasize that the character is something that is given but
also a combination of what an individual obtained from the environment. Meanwhile,
Winnie in Mu'in (2011: 160) understands that the term character has two meanings.
First, it shows how a person behaves. Second, the term character is closely related to
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personality. The term personality is also associated with the term character, which is
defined as the totality of values that direct human in living his life. So, it is related to
the value system that is owned by someone (Mu'in, 2011: 165). Besides the personality,
the term character can also be associated with the term virtue as expressed by Peterson
and Seligman in Mu'in (2011: 161) who link directly to the strength of character virtues.
Character strength is seen as a psychological element that builds virtues.
Among all of the above understanding, there is a more complete and realistic
understanding of the character. Lickona in Saptono (2011: 18) understands the
character as a spiritual condition that is not complete yet. Based on that understanding,
then the people who let go on the condition that has been existed, called people who
have weak character. On the other hand, those who do not want to just accept the
conditions of the existing self, but try to overcome it, called people who have strong or
tough character. They constantly strive to improve themselves.
in more definition mentioned if Character have a characteristic such say it by,
Mu'in (2011: 161-162) has revealed that the characteristics of character are as follows.
1. Character is what you are when nobody is looking.

2. Character is the result of values and beliefs.
3. Character is a habit that becomes second nature.
4. Character is not reputation or what others think about you.
5. Character is not how much better you are than others.
6. Character is not relative.
C. Characters Values in Curriculum 2013
The Ministry of National Education (Kemendiknas) has established the basis
of character education that rooted in18 values of cultural education and national
character. From those 18 characters, schools can provide additional character or
reduce it according to the needs of learners. Those 18 characters are described by
Kemendiknas (2010: 9-10) in Abidin (2012: 67-68) in the following table.
Table 2: Character Values Table
CHARACTER
Religious

DESCRIPTION
Attitudes and submissive behavior in carrying
out the teachings of their religion, tolerant
implementation of the practice of other
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religions, and live in harmony with other
religions
Behavior based on an attempt to make himself
Honesty
as one who can always be trusted in words,
actions, and employment
Attitudes and actions that respect the
Tolerance
differences of religion, race, ethnicity,
opinions, attitudes, and actions of others who
are different from themselves
Actions indicating orderly and obedient
Discipline
behavior on various rules and regulations
Perseveranc
Behaviors that indicate an earnest effort to
overcome barriers in learning and assignments,
as well as completing the task as well as
possible
Creativity
Thinking and doing something to generate new
method or result of something that has been
owned
Attitudes and behaviors that are not easy to
Independence
depend on others to complete tasks
Way of thinking, behaving, acting, which
Democracy
assesses the same rights and obligations of
himself and others
Curiousity
Attitudes and actions that are always working
to find out more in depth and extend from
something he learned, seen and heard
Way of thinking, acting, and knowing that puts
Nationalism
the interests of the nation above self-interest
and group
Patriotism
Ways of thinking and doing that show loyalty,
caring, and high appreciation of the language,
environmental, physical, social, cultural,
economic and political nation.
Appreciation
Attitudes and actions that encourage him to
produce something useful for society, and
recognize and respect other people's success
Friendliness/communication Actions showed pleasure in speaking, associate
and cooperate with others
Love of Peace
Attitudes, words, and actions that make other
people feel happy and safe over the presence of
him
Reading interest
Habits to take time to read the various readings
that give him the benefit
Environmental awareness
Attitudes and actions which seeks to prevent
damage to the surrounding natural environment
and develop efforts to repair the environmental
damage that has occurred
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Social awareness
Responsibility

Attitudes and actions that always want to help
other people and communities in need
Attitudes and behavior of a person to carry out
the duties and obligations he should do, to
himself, society, environment (natural, social,
and cultural), the nation, and the Almighty God

D. When English Rings A bell Textbook
This book is a newly and interesting textbook and suggested to use by
ministry of education for first graade junior high school students’ this book written
by 4 people: Siti Wachidah, Asep Gunawan, Diyantari, Yuli Rulani Khatimah.
Have 242 pages with 8 chapter And published by kemendikbud Indonesia, revised
in 4 times. First revised in – 2013. Second revised in – 2014. Third in – 2016. And
the last revised happened in 2017
E. Previews Study
Hayati Wasistyo (2019) entitled Content Analysis of Student Book When
English Rings A Bell (Revised Edition) for Grade VIII of Junior High School, says
that if. The first result analysis of materials based on basic competence three in
student English textbook entitled When English Rings a Bell .The categorization of
cognitive level analysis has been done by referring to Anderson and Krathwohl’s
(2001) cognitve taxonomy. Even tough, some activities or instructions did not use
original action verb that was stated in Anderson and Krathwohl (2001). Therefore,
I should find the similar meaning of the textbook activities or instructions with
action verbs that has been stated in the theory.
After breaking down the materials written in the textbook according to the
basic competence three of 2013 curriculum and finding out its relevance to the
cognitive domain of learning used the checklist instrument conclude that there is
relevance between textbook materials and the basic competence three.
In another research from, Rias Wita Suryani (2018), claims that, the English
textbook entitled “When English Rings the Bell” fulfilled 79.86% criteria of the
textbook evaluation adapted from some experts. The percentage of fulfilment
concludes that the textbook was categorized as good in fulfilling the requirements
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of textbook evaluation criteria covering objective, language skills, content, and
design. However, there are still 26% criteria that is unfulfilled by the textbook
especially in term of language skills and design. It can be concluded that the
textbook is suitable for seventh graders of junior high school as either a
supplementary or primary textbook in learning process.
different result come from Hindun Annisa Puspa (2017) entitled Content
Analysis of “When English Rings a Bell” an English Textbook for Seventh Grade
Junior High School Based on the Scientific Approach of 2013 curriculum. Founded
if English textbook When English Rings a Bell can be recomended as a media for
teaching and learning activity. The other reason is from many ilustration in the
textbook, it is very interesting for the learners. The sentence also simple and easy
to understand with clear instruction in every activity.
The differences this research with the previous research occur in what the
researcher want to found, in previous research they are try to conduct a research to
analyze material, and also content of this English textbooks, but in this research the
researcher try to conduct a research to analyze the character values was contained
in english textbook When English Rings a Bell” for exactly, about the 18 character
values.

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD

A. Research Design
Design from this research is content analysis, which one this research will
describing message or certain text in details. Erityanto (2011) says that, content
analysis shows the aspect and caharacteristic of a message.
Result of this research the researcher will focus to analyze and describing data
based on caharacter values founded in English Textbook entitled “When English
Rings a Bell”.who this book used for Junior High School students’
B. Sourch of the Data
In this research, the source of data was taken from English textbook “When
English Rings a Bell” in which this book is written by Siti Wachidah, Asep
Gunawan, Diyantari and Yuli Rulani Khatimah in 2013. Which one, this book has
written for first grader of junior hight school students’ and also as a recomended K13 English textbook in 2020
C. Instrumen of the Research
In this research the researcher used two kind of intrumens, its called primary
and secondary instrument, in primary instrument the researcher meintained the data
in a sheet of data, the researcher was fulfilled the data sheet with data who taked
from process of data collection until reporting the data, then the researcher
designed, collected, and also reported the result of the research.
Commonly secondary instrument the researcher used a data sheet to help the
researcher in identifying and analyzing the data.
Secondary and primarly is differ from how this instrumen response the data,
actually in primerly all of data will be check and collected, but in secondary the
data was taken will be used to analyze,
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The format of data sheet is presented as the following.
Table 1. The Sheet of data collection of character values
Code

Data

18 character

Techniques
E

explanation

I

Note: E: (Explicity) I: (Implicity)
Code : (N: Number). (L:Lesson). (P:Page). (S:Semester)
That table obove was taken from previous research who conducted by,
Sulistiyaningrum (2015) with some of revised in order to adjust this instrumen with
purpose of this research, actually to analyze the 18 character values in English textbook
“when English Rings a Bell” and also this instrumen was validated and approved by
two of advisor.
.

D. The Techniques of Data collection
Collecting the data in this research the researcher used some activities were
taken in the following steps.
1.

Reading carefully the texts in English textbook entitled “When English Rings
a Bell” for the first grade students of junior hight school, in order to got valid
information regarding to the research questions.

2.

Understanding specific parts and focus to the research intensively in order to
find the data that are valid according to the research questions.

3.

Marking certain parts in the parts of the texts that are related to the research
questions. This step aimed to interpret the data obtained from reading activities
of the texts in English textbook entitled When English Rings a Bell” for the
first grade students of junior hight school
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4.

Make a description of the data. This activity aimed to collected data based on
the research focus. The description of the data was accompanied by a coding
process at certain parts in texts of English textbook entitled When English
Rings a Bell” for the first grade students of junior hight school.

coding is the process of segmenting and labeling text to form descriptions and broad
themes in the data. It aims to get categorization of the data developed from research
questions. These codes are basically a suggestion that serve to organize and
rearrange words, sentences, paragraphs, or discourse that are appropriate to the
research questions. This aims to facilitate researchers in classifying the parts related
to the research focus. According to (Creswell, 2008, p. 251).
E. The Technique of the Data Analysis
Analysis of the data followed the content analysis procedure proposed by
Krippendorf (2013). Data analysis was done through the following steps.
1.

Comparison of the data
In this stage, the data was compared to found similar data to be classified into
a category.

2.

Categorization of the data
The data that showed an indication of the research questions were tabulated
according to the group that had categorized. In this stage, the data
categorization was inserted into the same categorization as a kind of
comparative work in order to facilitate the analysis.

3.

Presentation of data tabulation
Presentation of data systematically to present the results of data categorization
in the form of tabulation and descriptions.

4. Stage of inference
In this stage, interpretation and inference results was taken based on the
categories that was obtained during the study. Knowledge of the context of the
data strongly influenced the success in making inferences.
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F. Trustworthiness
To create this research more reliable, valid, and useful, in this occasion the
researcher used data trustworthiness by conducting a triangulation. The kind of
triangulation was taken is investigator triangulation, commonly will use of more
than one investigator, Hales (2010) and the who acts as an investigator in this
research is, the first advisor and also second advisor in which this investigator was
checked and recheck all of contents in this research.
The trustworthiness in qualitative research was gained by conforming 4
criteria namely credibility, transferability, dependability, and conformability
(Hoepfl in Setiyadi, 2006, p. 224-228),

G. Research Schedul
Month/2020
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Activities

June

July

August

September

October

Preparation of    
Proposal
Improvement
 
of proposal

Preparation
seminar
 
Improvement
of seminar

Instrument
preparation
 
Research
 
Data analysis
 
Report
preparation
  
Improvement
report

Final report

CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Findings
18 Characters values are found in English Textbook entitled “When English
Rings a Bell” for the first grader students’ of junior high school. In this part
character values will be described by providing the examples from the data. Those
characters are religiousness, honesty, tolerance, discipline, perseverance, creativity,
independence, democracy, curiousity, nationalism, patriotism, appreciation,
friendliness/ communication, love of peace, reading interest, environmental
awareness, social awareness, responsibility.
a. Religious

Based on Ministry of Education Indonesia says the definition from this
caharacter is an Attitudes and submissive behavior in carrying out the teachings of
their religion, tolerant implementation of the practice of other religions, and live in
harmony with other religions in which i’am a researcher think if this values can be
usefull for our student’s,
Same opinion with, Naim (2012:124) defines that if religious is the
appreciation and implementation of religion in everyday life. Thus, it becomes clear
that religiousnessness is a very important character to form the character. And also,
Naim (2012: 125) emphasizes that in terms of character building, the religious
aspect needs to be invested to the maximum. Here is an example of
religiousnessness found in English textbooks “When English Rings a Bell”.
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(CI/P5)
From the picture above we can seen, if caharacter values religious is
contained in the picture of a task, in which this character values can not be
comprehend by student’s with easly cause this caharacter values in this chapter are
implicitly, it’s drawed from a activity character on the picture in which the character
do something praiseworthy, such give a greeting to another people, or respecting
our parents and also that character drawed from how the cartoon figure using veil
as a symbol muslim girl, in which undirectly this picture teach the girl students to
wear a veil everywhere they go and teach common students about praiseworthy
deeds. And this character values also found in another picture below!

(CI/P59)

(C7/P151 and P157)
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A picture of a girl wear a veil as a muslim girl.

(C4/P91)
A picture religious values praying before eat.

b. Honesty

Based on the defintion from “kemendiknas”, if honesty is a behavior to make
himself as one who can always be trusted in actions, in which that character is one of
important thing what students’ should be learn in the classroom, with some reasons, if
this character values implemented correctly, its can create a situation full of happines
for students’ itself or for those around they environtmen.

Character values honesty was found in this Englis textbook “When English
Rings a Bell” it can be seen in (C1/P15),(C2/P22,25,26,30-31) (C7/P156-158) what
that character found in a text conversation on a picture and also find in a practice
text and this character commonly delivered implicitly, for example can be seen from
some picture below!

(C1/P15)
Based on a picture a bove in chapter 1 pages 15, i found if the character values
honesty contained in a text conversation and delivered implicitly, in which doing
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by one of animation character students who has admitted his mistake, the character
values can be seen in a text of conversation for exactly in sentence “I’m sorry I’m
late” and indirectly teaching the student’s to being honest in every situation,

(C2/P22)

(C2/P25)
From two picture in chapter 2, character values honesty contained in the
picture by shows the chracater in introduce theyself with the truth information.
About they name, address, born and other.
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(C7/P156)
For another example we can seen in chapter 7 pages 156 in which the
character values of honesty was found in practice text, it’s drawed from responders
of conversation who the responders always give a true information about “simon”
same condition are also found in chapter 7 pages 157 until 158 in which this values
contained in a text of conversation, as a reference you can seen some picture below!

(C7/P157)
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(C7/P158)

c. Tolerance

Ministry of Education Indonesia state that if the definition of tolerance is an
attitudes and actions that respect the differences of religion, race, ethnicity,
opinions, attitudes, and actions of others who are different from themselves and that
character values can be found in English textbook “When English Rings a Bell” for
exactly in Chapter 1 pages 14 and 17, about picture and explaination can be seen
below!

(C1/P14)
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From the picture above we can seen a conversation between two student’s
udin and beni who this students talking about “sport shirt” with a litlle problem
tucked in the text conversation, although this picture just only have 2 text
converstaion, i’am researcher still can seen the character values tolerance
contained, for exactly when udin says “that’s okay, beni. you can bring it tomorrow.
i have another one.” From this sentece above if that character values lies on, udin
receive a different fact hapened who his friend forgot to bring udin sports shirt, so
that the character values from this picture clearly delivered implicitly.
Same situation above also hapened in pages 17 in which the caracter values
contained in a text of conversation between 2 students . For the example you can
seen the picture below!

(C1/P17)

d. Discipline

Definition of dicipline is an actions indicating orderly and obedient behavior
on various rules and regulations and i think this values is really important to learn
by our student’s cause this values can be able to guide they bad behavior and can
set they limits in teaching and learning process, and this character values also found
in English textbook “When English Rings a Bell” but this character contained not
to much in this English textbook, For the detail can be seen below!
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(C3/P39)

From the picture above can be seen if the character values discipline presented
explicitly, it’s look from how that picture teach the student’s to manage their time
well, for example in first watch picture it shows if in six o’clock we usually take to
breakfast and in second picture says that “It is one o’clock in the afternoon. It’s time
for lunch! And the last one on picture 3, says if seven o’clock in the evening. It ’s
time for dinner!, indirectly this text teach the student’s to manage thier time well
for exactly when they sould be eat!, for another example you can seen below!

(C3/P41)
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e. Perseverance

Based on definition from Ministry of Education Indonesia if perseverance can
be interpreted a behaviors that indicate an earnest effort to overcome barriers in
learning and assignments, as well as completing the task as well as possible.
That character values can be found in English textbook “When English Rings a
Bell”

For

exactly

in

(C2/P33),

(C3/P51)

,(C6/P129-130)

and

147),

(C7/P155/P159/P167,P172,P174) and that character values found implicitly and
explicitly, with total 4 character implicitly and 5 caharacter explicitly, for the
example can be seen below!

(C3/P51)

From this picture we can be seen if the character values perseverance
contained explicitly in task instruction in wich, is drawed if the student’s should be
work hard to complete the task they got, this statement it can be seen from
instruction, this book says, “We will work in groups. First, we will read the
situations carefully. Second, we will discuss and decide the information from each
statement. Then, every one of us will copy the example and handwrite the
information on the table” sentence “work in groups, carefully, discuss and decide,
and doing a hendwrite" it enought to drawed a character values perseverance, cause
some of character from perseverance values is student’s should be “active and
entusiastic in learning, and also not easy to give up on task.
and many from this character values contained in task instruction, for the
example you can seen below!
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(C6/P129)

(C6/P130)
But different situation hapened in some character values perseverance from this
book, in which this character contained implicitly, for the example you can seen the
picture below!
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(C4/P92)
based on the picture above we can determine if this book try to teach character
values perseverance but this character not explained in text, and choose a picture as a
media to deliver that caharacter, based on the data research this character values from
this picture is implicitly, it can be seen from how the character on the picture is
diligently to cleaning her bed before sleep. cause diligently is one of characteristic from
values perseverance.
f. Creativity

Based on definition from “kemendiknas” Thinking and doing something to
generate new method or result of something and that values has been owned In English

textbook “When English Rings a Bell” what this character values contains a little
bit more than the other with total frequency 11 items, and this values contains in
explicitly, for example in the textbooks you can seen on pages (C1/P2-3),
(C2/P23/29/36), (C3/P38-39/P58), (C4/P94/P96), (C8/P179) for the example you
can seen smoe picture below!
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(C1/P2)
The text above is a song lyric, in this part the students’ should be sing this song
and it’s enought to educate the students’ to be more creative. Another example
seen also in pages 2,

(C1/P3)
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Not just singing character values creativity also conveyed in another forms of
practice, such as creating your own ID card, draw a wacth picture, make a table and
other for the example you can seen some of picture below!

(C2/P29)
Creating ID card

(C2/P36)
Make a table

(C3/P38)
Creating a watch picture and also clockwise
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g. Independence

Thomson says if one of function from textbooks is “individualization of
instruction” it’s mean a textbook helps the students to individualize by enabling
them to proceed at their own rate and a limited extend. and this book has fulfilled
that function, from independence values, in wich this character almost contained
more many from the other character, may it cause this book using curriculum K13, and it’s caused the students’ should be more active and independence in teacing
and learning process more than the teacher, and usually this character values was
found in task instruction and explicitly for the example you can seen some picture,
below!

(C3/P43)

(C3/P47)
Based on two picture above we can seen if that paragraph contained in that
picture have a character values independence it can be see in sentence, in first you
can see sentence “every one of us will copy the example and handwrite the
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information on the table” and in second picture you can see “Then, we will
handwrite it on our notebooks” two sentences above is enaught to draw character
values independence cause in that instruction requires the students’ to work
independently.

(C4/P92)
The last picture from chapter 4 page 92 was drawed the character values
independence implicitly by giving a picture a girl in reading book lonely, what
undirectly this picture try to teach students, to be able to learn something indepently.

h. Democracy

Based on definition sayed by Ministry of Education Indonesia if democracy
is way of thinking, behaving, acting, which assesses the same rights and obligations
of himself and others, that character values found in this book, for exactly in 6
frequency,
in which this character contained Explicitly and also Implicitly with total 2
values implicitly and 4 values explicitly that caharacter values can be found in
(C1/P14),(C5,P104/P106-107),(C7/P168/P170), for more example we can see
some picture below!
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(C5/P104)
From the picture above we can realize if the character values democracy
contained in conversation happened between two of character above, we can see it
clearly in paragraph “the music is too loud, i can’t study with this loud music.” And
second character says, sorry and turn down the volume, from this conversation
above we can learn a values democracy happened, cause that two character above
can respect with the differences of opinion that happening. For another example
you can be seen on another picture below

(CP/P106)

(C5/P107)
Two text conversation above drawed caharacter values democracy through
free to deliver an opinion.
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i.

Curiousity
You can found this character values in English textbooks “When English

Rings a Bell” for example in (C1/P10),(C2/P26),(C3/P40/P46/P51) and other susch
as listed in “Table 2”, and this character values has delivered implicitly and also
explicitly, with frequency 10 implicitly and 14
explicitly, for the example it can be seen below!

(C3/P46)
From the task above we can see if the character values curiousity lies on task
instruction and explicitly, in wich the intruction try to train curiosity feeling in
students’ it’s drawed in the sentences “we will interview each other to know what
we usually do every day, and the time we do each activity” that fact above
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strengthened by word “interview” and requires the students’ to do an interview with
their friends’
Another situation happened in this character values in wich this character
delivered implicitly, see the example below!

(C4/P60)

(C4/P73)
From the picture above we can conclude if character values curiousity
delivered in from implicitly, it cause in this textbook presents some of picture, with
name some of objects, and it is hook the students curiousiy to identify their
environment, and also knowing name some of objects around.
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j. Nationalism

This character also can found in English textbooks “When English Rings a
Bell” with bit of frequency in total 4 frequency and devided into 3 values explicitly
and

1

values

implicitly,

this

values

can

bee

seen

in

pages

(C7/P149/P166/P168/P173) for example and explaination it can bee seen below!

(C7/P149)
This character values contained on cover pages chapter 7 with form
implicitly, it can be see from indonesian flag picture, and also a sentence with a
write “i’m proud of Indonesia” may with intention to love ourself country
“Indonesia” in next picture will be show you some character values nationalism but
delivered explicitly.

(C7/P166)
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(C7/P168)
Two picture above delivered character values nationalism with different
ways, for first picture this character values delivered by listen and repeat the
discussion about the map of indonesia, and for second picture by learning some fact
about indonesia such as drawed from one of sentence “There are many seas in
Indonesia, the Java Sea, the Bali Sea, the Arafuru Sea, the Banda Sea, the Timor
Sea, and many others. We also have many straits, like the Sunda Strait, between
Java and Sumatra, the Lombok Strait between Bali and Lombok, and many
others”and that is clearly delivered explicitly.
k. Patriotism

Not much different with previous values nationalism, this character values
patriotism also taked in same pages with character values nationalism, consist of 4
values implicitly, in which this taken from different viewpoint, it’s mean if this
character values contained implicitly in a picture and also text in this english
textbook but seen from how the students’ undirectly learn about how maintains
national values and how the students learn to love our self country.
In which is the only one students’ can do in this era keep, maintains and loving
our national values. not to sacrifice such the nation’s hero.
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l.

Appreciation
This character values also found in this English textbooks with 4 frequency

and delivered explicitly, that character values can be found in pages
(C5/P103/P111),(C7/P160/P163), for the example and explaination it can be seen
below!

(C5/P103)

(C7/P160)
Two picture above try to explain character values appreciation it seen from
praise that is contained in the sentence, for example: in picture one you’ll see “your
classroom is clean and tidy, nothing is dirty and messy” and in picture two you’ll
see “My mum is my best friend. I can talk to her about everything. Oh ya, she can
sing! She has a beautiful voice”
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m. Friendliness/Communication

In this English textbooks you can faounded this character values in every
chapter of textbooks for exactly in pratice part, with total frequency 38 values,and
delivered explicitly, in the same kind of text, for example and explaination can be
seen below!

(C1/P4)

(C2/P22)
From the text contained in two picture above, it is drawed if this text try to
teach the students to more active and friendly in learning process. For example in
some of picture above you’ll see the task direction, with text “we will repeat the
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greetings after the teacher, whe will play the roles of the speakers in the picture, we
will present one by one” and also accompanied with friendly text conversation in
which requires students’ to play an active, friendly and more communicative in
learning process,

(C3/P49)

(C3/P54)
Another example from this English textbook try to explain how to be friendly,
for exactly it can be seen from the example of picture above, what that picture try
to show students how to be friendly to other, by shows them a picture some of
character who are friends wich each other.

n. Love of Peace

The definition from this values is an Attitudes, words, and actions that make
other people feel happy and safe over the presence of him and that values found in
this English textbooks with 2 frequency.
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(C5/P104)
This picture show you how to make someone happy in which is drawed how
the first character praise the second character with sentences “your car is very nice”
and it’s make the second character feel happy, and that situation above also hapened
in another example in this English textbooks.

(C5/P126)
in another example the character values love of piece was delivered implicitly
it can be seen from, some of picture shows about love each friend, it imaged from
how every characater be happier when they together.
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o.

Reading Interest
Reading interest values in English textbooks “When English Rings a Bell”

can be fouded in many chapter in that textbooks except in Chapter 1,7 and also 8
and that character delivered implicitly and explicitly. the example it can be seen
below!

(C2/P25)

(C4/P67)

(C4/63)
From three picture above can be concluded if the character values reading
interest is contained in task direction in which suggest the students to read a words
loudly, clearly and correctly. And also in some of pages the character values reading
interest delivered in a text of a instruction, by ask the students to used a dictionary
to learn some word, and this instruction from this textbook undirectly try to embed
the values of reading interest from task activity and also from source of reading
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(C5/P99)
But different situation happened in some of character values reading interest,
in which that character contained implicitly, such a picture above, that character
values seen from figure on that picture who is reading a books with their friends.
May it’s make the students’ love to read a book.
p. Environmental Awareness

Environmental awereness values is an attitudes and actions which seeks to
prevent damage to the surrounding natural environment and develop efforts to
repair the environmental damage that has occurred, and this values also contained
in this English textbooks, delivered explicitly and also implicitly, and it can be
found in chapter: 4,5 and 6, it can be seen in some of picture below!

(C4/P86)
This picture above contained character values environmental awareness
implictly, it can be seen from a clean park image with some of tools what usually
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used to cleaning, for example a hoe, a spade and other, indirectly this picture teach
the students values to keep they environment keep clean.

(C4/P97)
And this picture delivered this character values explicitly with some of text
to to loving they world. “there are roses, they are red, they bloom”
q. Social Awareness

Human is social creature and always need other people in some of condition,
in

this

English

textbooks

this

character

values

can

found

in

(C1/P7/P16/P17),(C4/P91),(C5/P117),(C7153) in form implicitly and explicitly
with frequency 3 items implicitly and 3 items explicitly. the example below!

(C1/P7)
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From two conversation above between childrens and parents, we can see
social awareness explicitly, for exmple in picture 1 the children try to give a help
for his parents with a text “dad, are you tired”, and in picture two the children try
to ask for help’ with a text “mom, i feel tired and hungry” and his mom suggest his
son to get bath and have a dinner.

(C4/P91)

(C5/P117)
Two picture above try to deliver character values social awareness implicitly,
by shows the students a some of picture with the character on the picture in action
to helping someone, in which helping is one of activity drawed a values of social
awareness
r. Responsibility

The last character values is responsibility, based on the definition from
“kemendiknas” is this values an attitudes and behavior of a person to carry out the
duties and obligations should do, to self, society, environtment the nation, and the
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almighty god, but in education this responsibility means about how the student, be
able to done the task well and how the students can be responsible about what they
learn in each meeting, and this character values can be found implicitly and also
explicitly in this English textbook in frequency 8 values, for example it can be seen
below!

(C3/P51)

(C4/P61)
Character values responsiblity has been contanined implicitly in three
example above, it can see in direction some of task in wich burden the students with
some of responsibility. For the example you can see on the textbooks “fill the table,
we will handwrite” in which should done by students’ because of that task
undirectly students’ has been learned character values responsibility. Exlicitly
values can be seen below!
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(C5/P119)
On the text you can be seen “we will work in groups to reflect on our learning,
we will discuss what we have learned” based on the text we can be seen clearly and
conclude if this character values contained explicitly, cause from the text directly
ask the students’ to remember and also responsible about what they learn before.

B. Discussion
Based on the findings of the research, it was found that there are 18 character
values in English textbook “When English Rings a Bell” (1) Religious. (2) Honesty.
(3) Tolerance. (4) Discipline. (5) Perseverance (6). Creativity (7) Independence. (8)
Democracy. (9) Curiosity. (10) Nationalism. (11) Patriotism. (12) Appreciation.
(13) Friendliness/communication. (14) Love of peace. (15) Reading interest. (16)
Environmental awareness. (17) Social awareness. (18) Responsibility. And the final
result show the 18 character values was found from 194 pages of English textbook
“When English Rings a Bell” and what the researcher found can be seen from
explanation below!
a.

Religious
Religious values was found in English textbook “When English Rings a

Bell”And commonly presented implicitly, by use a picture as a media to deliver that
values, as a example in English textbook can be found a picture of a girl students in
wear a veil, and also some picture may drawed a values of religious, such as helping
someone and other, may undirectly teach our students to learn use a veil “for girl”
and be a helpfull person in which that is characteristic from moslem people.
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b.

Honesty
In this English textbook, that character values are presented totally implicitly

and contained in a text of conversation in that text we can be seen if that character
on the picture of conversation giving a truth information about something, bacause
of it the students can learn that character values from how that character in that
conversation deliver a true information, and imitated it.
c.

Tolerance
Tolance values found in this English textbook but, appears a little in this

textbook, this character values found in a picture of a conversation, who that
character give a tolerance for the mistakes happened in that conversation, and that
character clearly presented explicitly.
d.

Discipline
Character values discipline has been found in this English textbook with limit

of frequency, and this character values contained just in a picture of a task, such
mention times of an activity, such mention time when we should get breakfast and
it can be seen clearly if that character values presents explicitly.
e.

Perseverance
This character values found in this English textbooks and almost all of this

character values contained implicitly in task instruction by give the students many
task to done!, and some other implicitly in a picture from this English textbooks .
f.

Creativity
Some of task in this English textbook has made to fulfill character values

creativity and generally this character values has presented explicitly, by ask the
students to do an creative activity, such sing a song or make a picture.
g.

Independence
Independence values becomes one of values which dominates and easly to

found in this English textbook, generally it can be found in task instruction by
giving the students to make they own task, and some implicitly in picture from this
English textbook.
h.

Democracy
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Democracy values has been found in this English textbook, implicily or
explicitly in a text of conversation, such respect differences and also respect
freedom of opinion.
i.

Curiousity
This character values was found in this English textbook, for exactly in task of

instruction, by ask the students to ask their friend about some subject, or implicitly
in a picture of a thing.
j.

Nationalism
This character values was found in this English textbook, contained in text in

some of picture, what give an introduction about Indonesia or some of knowladge
about indonesia, and in this English textbook this character values generally
presenting explicitly
k.

Patriotism
Character values patriotism usually presenting implicitly in the same of object

in character values nationalism, but that character values seen from different view
for exactly if we see carefully, we can realize if that character values contained in
implicitly by ask the students to learn national values.
l.

Appreciation
This character values totally presenting explicity in a picture of conversation,

with topic praise about something.
m. Friendliness/Communication
This character values is the most dominates values in this English textbook,
and this values also can be found in every chapter in this textbook. And basically
this character values presenting explicitly and also can be found in task instruction
by ask the students to more active in the class such repeat together after the teacher.

n.

Love of Peace
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Character values love of peace, was found in this English textbook, and this
values found in a picture or in a conversation, what in that picture or conversation
drawed an activity, which can make someone happy, such as helping someone, or
praising someone.
o.

Reading Interest
Based on found in this research, this character values usually found in a task or

a task instruction by allowed the students to read some source of reading, like story
of loner text conversation, or can be found in a task instruction by ask the students
to read something. And this character values commonly presenting explicitly and
little in implicitly.
p.

Environmental Awereness
Basically this character values presenting implicitly in a picture, what that

picture drawed an activity such, knowing environment or keeping the environtment,
cleaning or other
q.

Social Awereness
In this English textbook character values social awareness can be found in

picture and also in a text of a conversation, presenting in implicitly or explicitly,
and also commonly delivered in a picture what that character in helping someone,
or just greet someone.
r.

Responsibility
this character values has found in this English textbook and this values

presenting implicitly or explicitly, in which can be found in task instruction by ask
the students to collecting the task after leaning process or also students should
remember what they learn on previous meeting.
Based on the Discussion above, can be seen, if English textbook “When English Rings
a Bell” often to presents the 18 character values in a text, such. In a text of conversation or
in a text from task instruction, what usually this English textbook presenting that values
explicitly rather than implicitly

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclussions
Based on finding and discussion in chapter IV, there are some of conclussions
it can be drawn in this research, for exactly about technique of presenting characters
values in English textbooks “When English Rings a Bell” for the first grader
students’ of junior high school.
From 18 character values described by kemendiknas. religiousness, honesty,
tolerance,

discipline,

perseverance,

creativity,

independence,

democracy,

curiousity, nationalism, patriotism, appreciation, friendliness/ communication, love
of peace, reading interest, environmental awareness, social awareness, and
responsibility, from those 18 character values above i’am researcher got some
conclusion.
The conclusions is, the presenting technique of 18 caharacter values in this
English textbook, are more dominant presenting in form explicitly rather than
implicitly and generally that values contained in a text conversation or more many
in text of task instruction, cause basically this book made for first grader students’
and what this textbook was adaptability with the ability of students’ understanding,
what in this stage the first grader students’ more easly to catch some idea if that
idea presented clearly, concisely, and simply. Rather than having to be presented
abstractly.
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B. Suggestions
According the conclussion above, i’am reearcher decide to deliver some
suggiestion will intended for the students’ the English teacher and also for other
researcher.
1. For the students
The students’ should be more slowly and carefull in read this English
textbook for the maximum result of comprehend all character values.
2. For the teacher
For the teacher, it will be better when use this English textbook, the teacher
don’t let students lost of control, it’s mean cause some instruction from this
textbooks may can burden the students’ and make the teaching learning process
not very effective, and will be better for the teacher to control all activity, when
using this English textbook.
3. For other researcher
For other researcher who want to conduct this research using the same
tecnique, method, or subject from this research, i want they to know exactly
how to conduct this research, and also they have to explain more detail about
the data found it’s to avoid a mistake in presenting the data was found.
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Appendix 1: The table of data Finding cracter values
Item
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 Frequency Percentage
6
3,3%
Religiousness
2
2
2
9
5%
Honesty
1
5
3
2
1%
Tolerance
2
2
1%
Discipline
2
10
5,5%
Perseverance
1
1
3
5
11
6%
Creativity
2
3
3
2
1
26
14%
Independence
4
8
7
4
2
1
6
3,3%
Democracy
1
3
2
24
13,2%
Curiousity
1
1
3 13
4
2
4
2,2%
Nationalism
4
4
2,2%
Patriotism
4
4
2,2%
Appreciation
2
2
38
21%
Friendliness/
4
2
5 10 4
5
8
Communication
2
1%
Love of Peace
2
15
8,3%
Reading
6
4
2
1
2
Interest
4
2,2%
Environmental
2
1
1
Awareness
6
3,3%
Social
3
1
1
1
Awareness
8
4,4%
Responsibility
1
5
2
181
100%
Total
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Appendix 2: The table of character values presented
Character
values
Religiousness
Honesty
Tolerance
Discipline
Perseverance
Creativity
Independence
Democracy
Curiousity
Nationalism
Patriotism
Appreciation
Friendliness/
Communication
Love of Peace
Reading Interest
Environmental
Awareness
Social
Awareness
Responsibility
Frequency
Percentage

Tecniques of presented
character values
I
E
6
9
2
2
9
1
11
1
25
2
4
10
14
1
3
4
4
38
1
2
3

1
13
1

3

3

6
57
31.5%

2
124
68.3%
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Appendix 3: The table of presenting character values per chapter
Chapter 1
Values
Religiousness
Honesty
Tolerance
Discipline
Perseverance
Creativity
Independence
Democracy
Curiousity
Nationalism
Patriotism
Appreciation
Friendliness/
Communication
Love of Peace
Reading Interest
Environmental
Awareness
Social Awareness
Responsibility
Chapter 2
Values
Religiousness
Honesty
Tolerance
Discipline
Perseverance
Creativity
Independence
Democracy
Curiousity
Nationalism
Patriotism
Appreciation
Friendliness/
Communication
Love of Peace
Reading Interest
Environmental
Awareness
Social Awareness
Responsibility

Pages
5,11
15
14,17
2,3
14
10
4,5,11,13

I

E

2
1
2

2
1
1

4

7,16,17
-

1

Pages
22,25,26,30,31
33
23,29,36
26
22,23
23,25,27,28,30,31
-

2

I

E

5

1
3

1

2

6
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Chapter 3
Values
Religiousness
Honesty
Tolerance
Discipline
Perseverance
Creativity
Independence
Democracy
Curiousity
Nationalism
Patriotism
Appreciation
Friendliness/
Communication
Love of Peace
Reading Interest
Environmental
Awareness
Social Awareness
Responsibility
Chapter 4
Values
Religiousness
Honesty
Tolerance
Discipline
Perseverance
Creativity
Independence
Democracy
Curiousity
Nationalism
Patriotism
Appreciation
Friendliness/
Communication
Love of Peace
Reading Interest
Environmental
Awareness
Social Awareness
Responsibility

Pages
39,41
51
38,39,58
43,45,47,57
40,46,51
44,49,52,54,56

I

E

2
1
3
4
3

5

48,50,53,55
-

4

51

1

Pages
59,91
94,96
61,63,64,68,71,78,79,92
60,63,64,69,70,72,73,74,76,77,80,83,86
60,62,66,70,73,74,77,80,83,87
63,67
86,97
91
61,75,79,81,84

I

E

2

1

2
7

10

3

10

1
1

1
1
1

5
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Chapter 5
Values
Religiousness
Honesty
Tolerance
Discipline
Perseverance
Creativity
Independence
Democracy
Curiousity
Nationalism
Patriotism
Appreciation
Friendliness/
Communication
Love of Peace
Reading Interest
Environmental
Awareness
Social Awareness
Responsibility
Chapter 6
Values
Religiousness
Honesty
Tolerance
Discipline
Perseverance
Creativity
Independence
Democracy
Curiousity
Nationalism
Patriotism
Appreciation
Friendliness/
Communication
Love of Peace
Reading Interest
Environmental
Awareness
Social Awareness
Responsibility

Pages

I

102,105,108,113,116,118,124
104,106,107
103,111
100,101,106,120

7
3

2
4

104,126
99
114

1
1
1

117
119,123

1

Pages

-

1

2

129,130,147
132,137,139,142
130,138,144,148
128,129,134,143,146
128,143
141

E

I

E

3
4
4

5

2
1
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Chapter 7
Values
Religiousness
Honesty
Tolerance
Discipline
Perseverance
Creativity
Independence
Democracy
Curiousity
Nationalism
Patriotism
Appreciation
Friendliness/
Communication
Love of Peace
Reading Interest
Environmental
Awareness
Social Awareness
Responsibility
Chapter 8
Values
Religiousness
Honesty
Tolerance
Discipline
Perseverance
Creativity
Independence
Democracy
Curiousity
Nationalism
Patriotism
Appreciation
Friendliness/
Communication
Love of Peace
Reading Interest
Environmental
Awareness
Social Awareness
Responsibility

Pages
151,157
156,157,158
155,159,167,172,174
154,171
168,170
162,165
149,166,168,173
149,166,168,173
160,163
150,151,152,153,156,157,158,166

I

E

2
3

5
2
2
2
3

1
4

2
8

153
-

1

Pages
179
183
-

-

I

E

1
1
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Appendix 4: The Findings of Characters and Techniques of Presenting
Characters in English Textbook entitled “When English Rings a
Bell” for First Grader of Junior High School
Note: E: (Explicity) I: (Implicity)
Code : (C:Chapter) (P:Page)

Code

Data

18 character

(C1/P2-3)

Text

Creativity

(C1/P4-5)

Text
/picture

Friendliness/
Communication

Techn
Explanation
iques
E I

Character values creativity in this

pages delivered explicitly in a song
lyric and in instruction to sing a song.

Contained in form explicitly, from

picture,task instruction and text
conversation ”greeting someone”

Religiousness

(C1/P7)
(C1/P10)
(C1/P11)

Text/Pi
cture
Text
Text/pi
cture

Social awareness
Curiosity
Friendliness/Com
munication

 Implicitly in picture of a conversation,
in which there is a picture a famake
student wear veil

Explicitly in apicture and text
“helping someone”
 Implicitly in a text task instruction

Explicitly in a text and picture of a

conversation, “greeting someone or
saying goodbye”

Religiousness

(C1/P13)

Text

Friendliness/Com
munication

(C1/P14)

Text/pi
cture

Tolerance

Democracy

(C1/P15)

Text/pi
cture

Honesty

 Implicitly in picture of a conversation,
in which there is a picture a famake
student wear veil

Explicitly in a text task instruction by
ask the students’ to repond say
goodbye

Explicitly in a text and picture a
conversation about, forgiving
someone.

Explicitly in a text and picture a
conversation”accepting a differences
of opinion”
 Implicitly in text and picture a
conversation, says honest for mistakes
that has been made
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(C1/P16)
(C1/P17)

Text/pi
cture
Text/pi
cture

Social awareness
Social awareness
Tolerance

(C2/P22)

(C2/P23)

text

Text



Explicitly in apicture and text
“forgiving someone”.
 Implicitly in text conversation , what
always give a true information.

Friendliness/Com
munication



Creativity



Explicitly in text task instruction to
make students repeat the presentation
after the teacher.
Explicitly in task ask the students’ to
made introduction text.

Friendliness/Com
munication



Explixitly in text task intruction to
present introduction text in front of
class.



Explicitly in text of a task the students
should introduce in front of class
based on introduction test they made.
 Implicitly in text conversation , what
always give a true information.



Explicitly in text task intruction to
repeat after the teacher.
 Implicitly in text conversation , what
always give a true information.

Honesty

Reading interest

(C2/P25)

Text/pi
cture

Honesty

Reading interest
(C2/P26)

text

 implicitly in apicture and text about
“taking care of someone”

Explicitly in apicture and text
“helping someone”

Honesty

Curiosity



(C2/P27)

Text

Reading interest



(C2/P28)

Text/pi
cture
Text/pi
cture
Text

Reading interest



(C2/P29)
(C2/P3031)

Creativity
Honesty

Reading interest

Explicitly in task intruction, to asking
each person and ask their place of
origin.
Explicitly in text to spell alphabet

Explicitly in text to spell students’
names

Explicitly in task instruction to design
ourself ID card.
 Implicitly in text conversation , what
 always give a true information.



Explicitly in task instruction to repeat
and spell the word clearly and
correctly.
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(C2/P33
(C2/P36)

(C3/P38)
(C3/P39)

perseve
rence
text

Text/pi
cture
Text/pi
cture


creativity



creativity



Creativity



Discipline



(C3/P40)

Text

Curiosity



(C3/P41)

Text

Discipline



(C3/P43)

Text

Independence



(C3/P44)

Text/pi
ctre

Friendliness/com
munication



(C3/P45)

Text

Independence



(C3/P46)

Text

Curiosity



(C3/P47)

Text

Independence



(C3/P48)

Text/pi
cture

Reading interest



(C3/P49)

Friendliness/com
munication
Reading interest



(C3/P50)

Text/pi
cture
Text

(C3/P51)

Text

Perseverance

Responsibility



Explicitly in task instruction bygiving
students more task.
Explicitly in task to create a simple
table and completed by some data
from students family.
Explicitly in task instruction to spell
times from a clock picture
Explicitly in task instruction to draw
by hands of the clock to show the
times..
Explicitly in text question from some
picture of a clock
Explicitly in text instruction to share
meal time every members of group
Explicitly in text question from some
picture of a clock
Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to handwrite the
information on the table
Explicitly in a text conversation who
students should repeat the
conversation in front of class
Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students’ to handwrite the missing
information by itself
Explicitly in task intstruction by ask
the students’ to take a interview to
other .
Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students’ to make a sentence about
daily activities
Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to spell name of the
month and also a calender picture to
read by students’
Explicitly in a text conversation also a
picture who talking about month
Explicitly in a task instruction by ask
the students to spell names of the
numbers
 Implicitly in task instruction by giving
students more task.
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(C3/P52)

text

Friendliness/com
munication



(C3/P53)

text

Reading interest



(C3/P54)

Friendliness/com
munication
Reading interest



(C3/P55)

Text/pi
cture
Text

(C3/P56)

Text



(C3/P57)

Text

Friendliness/com
munication
Independence

(C3/P58)

Text/pi
cture

Creativity



(C4/P59)

Picture

religiousness

(C4/P60)

Text/pi
cture

Curiousity

(C4/P61)

(C4/P62)

Text

Text





Explicitly in task instruction by give
the students responsibililty to fill the
empty table.
Contained in form explicitly, from
picture,task instruction and text
conversation about “national days in
Indonesia”
Explicitly in task instruction to repeat
and spell name of day clearly and
correctly.
Explicitly in a text and picture of a
conversation, about name of a day
Explicitly in task instruction to repeat
and spell some words clearly and
correctly.
Explicitly in task instruction to tell or
schedule on a days.
Explicitly in task instruction to copy
and handwrite the schedule on our
notebooks, including information
about time
Explicitly in task instruction to play a
creative game to say the name of the
day and the date
 Implicitly in picture of a conversation,
in which there is a picture a famake
student wear veil
 Implicitly in a picture of a things
around the class, undirectly teach the
students the name of that things

Friendliness/
Communication
Independence



Responsibility

 Implicitly in task instruction to present
students work after they draw the
name of the things, undirectly teach
the students to have feeling of
responsibility

Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction, what ask the students
to repeat the word after the teacher,
one by one

Friendliness/com
munication



Explicitly in task instruction to repeat
the word after the teacher
Explicitly in task instruction to write
name of the things in each of students
book
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(C4/P63)

(C4/P64)

Text

text

Independence



explicitly in task of the students, by
ask the students to show the things in
their bag independently with their
friends

Curiousity



Explicitly contained in task for
students by ask the students' to work
in pairs. and telling what the students
bring on their bag

Reading Interest

 Implicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to using dictionary.
undiractly teach the students to love
reading.

Explicitly in task by ask the students
do that task independently

Independence

Curiousity

(C4/P66)
(C4/P67)

Text/pi
cture
Text

Friendliness/com
munication
Reading interest

(C4/P68)

Text

Independence

(C4/P69)

Text

Curiousity

(C4/P70)

Picture

Curiousity

(C4/P71)

text

Independence

(C4/P72)

text

Curiousity

(C4/P73)

Text/pi
cture

Curiosity



Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to find a things and make
it like findings and in the that finding
will be reported

Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to repeat after the teacher.
 Implicitly by giving the students
longer text conversation

Explicitly in task instruction by giving
the students task to say some building
position in a picture,and independently
roport all our findings orally to the
class.

Explicitly in task direction by ask the
students’ to go around town
 Implicitly in a picture of a things
around living room, undirectly teach
the students the name of that things


Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to report the findings
orally in front of class
 Implicitly in task by ask the students
to identify the things and other
facilities in living room, undirectly
train students curiousity.
 Implicitly in a picture of a things
around kitchen, undirectly teach the
students the name of that things
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Friendliness/com
munication
(C4/P74)

Text/pi
cture



Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction, ask the students,
repeat the word after the teacher.
 Implicitly in a picture of a things
around kitchen, undirectly teach the
students the name of that things



Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction, ask the students,
repeat the word after the teacher.
 Implicitly in task instruction by ask
the students, to report all the finding
orally in front of class, undirectly
teach students' the value of
responsibility
 Implicitly in the task instruction by
ask the students to find and write the
things on the kitchen. In which
undirectly train feel of students
curiousity
 Implicitly in a picture of a things
around bedroom, undirectly teach the
students the name of that things

Curiosity

Friendliness/com
munication
(C4/P75)

Text

Responsibility

(C4/P76)

Text

Curiousity

(C4/P77)

Text/pi
cture

Curiosity

Friendliness/com
munication
(C4/P7879)

Text

Independence

(C4/P80)

Text/pi
cture

Curiousity

Friendliness/com
munication
(C4/P81)

Text

Responsibility

(C4/P83)

Text/pi
cture

Curiousity



Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction, ask the students,
repeat the word after the teacher.

Explicitly in task instruction by ask

the students to report the findings
orally in front of class
 Implicitly in a picture of a things
around bethroom, undirectly teach the
students the name of that things


Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction, ask the students,
repeat the word after the teacher.
 Implicitly in task instruction by ask
the students, to report all the finding
orally in front of class, undirectly
teach students' the value of
responsibility
 Implicitly in a picture of a things
around garage, undirectly teach the
students the name of that things
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Friendliness/com
munication
(C4/P84)

text

Responsibility

(C4/P86)

picture

Curiousity



 Implicitly in a park picture, whit tools
what usually used to cleaning park, in
wich undirectly teach the students
values to care with their environmental

Environmental
Awareness

(C4/P87)

(C4/P91)

Friendliness/com
munication
Picture



Social Awareness

Religiousness

(C4/P92)

picture

Independence

(C4/P94)

Text/pi
cture

Creativity

(C4/P96)

Creativity

(C4/P97)

Text/pi
cture
Text

(C5/P99)

Picture

Reading interest

(C5/P100)

Text/pi
cture

Friendliness/
Communication

Environmental
Awareness

Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction, ask the students,
repeat the word after the teacher.
 Implicitly in task instruction by ask
the students, to report all the finding
orally in front of class, undirectly
teach students' the value of
responsibility
 Implicitly in a picture of a things
around park, undirectly teach the
students the name of that things

Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction, ask the students,
repeat the word after the teacher
 Contained implicitly in a picture 1
what dad got a hand from his son
undirectly teach the students values
helpfulness

 Implicitly in picture of a conversation,
in which there is a picture a female
student wear veil
 Contained implicitly in a picture 7
In which have a picture a girl tidy up
the her own bad, undirectly teach the
students value of independence

Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the studets to make they own future
house.

Explicitly in song lyric


Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to find a fact if world is
wonderful
 Implicitly in a picture many students
in read a book

Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction and text conversation
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(C5/P101)

Text

Friendliness/
Communication



(C5/P102)

Text

Independence



(C5/P103)

Text/pi
cture

appreciation



(C5/P104)

Text/pi
cture

Democracy



Love of peace



(C5/P105)

Text

Independence



(C5/P106107)

Text

Democracy




Friendliness/
Communication



(C5/P108)

Text

Independence

(C5/P111)

Text/pi
cture

Appreciation

(C5/P113)

Text

Independence

(C5/P114)

Text

Environmental
awareness

Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction, ask the students,
repeat the word after the teacher
Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to report the findings
orally in front of class
Explicitly in conversation picture what
the character give a appreciation for
clean classroom and large schoolyard
Explicitly in picture what have a
conersation between two person in
which they respect they differences
opinion.
Explicitly in text conversation
between two person what This picture
show you how to make someone
happy in which is drawed how the first
character praise the second character
Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to handwrite the sentence
in a piace of paper, and the setence
will be read in the end.
Explicitly in text conversation what
that conversation show values
democracy through free to deliver an
opinion.

Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction, ask the students,
repeat the word after the teacher

Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to handwrite the sentence
in a piace of paper, and the setence
will be read in the end

Explicitly in conversation picture what
the character give a appreciation for
pet that character have

Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to handwrite the sentence
in a piace of paper, and the setence
will be read in the end
 Implicitly in picture some of students
walk in zoo, with many animal
around, what try to explain values love
animals.
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(C5/P116)

Text

Independencce

(C5/P117)

Social awareness

(C5/P118)

Text/Pi
cture
Text

(C5/P119)

Text

Responsibilty

(C5/P120)

Text

Friendliness/
Communication

(C5/P123)

Text

Responsibilty

(C5/P124)

Text

Independence

(C5/P126)

Text

Love of peace

(C6/P128)

Text

Friendliness/com
munication

Independence



Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to handwrite the sentence
in a piace of paper, and the setence
will be read in the end
 Implicitly in a picture a students help a
teacher to bring some books

Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to handwrite the sentence
in a piace of paper, and the setence
will be read in the end

Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to reflect what they learn
before

Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction, ask the students,
repeat the word after the teacher.

Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to reflect what they learn
before.

Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to handwrite the sentence
in a piace of paper, and the setence
will be read in the end.
 Implicitly in pivture without text who
that character in the picture look very
happy and friendly.

Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction,by ask the students,
repeat the conversation after the
teacher
 Implicitly in loger text conversation
what studens should read after the
teacher
 Implicitly in task instruction by giving
many assignment to done by the
students’

Reading interest

(C6/P129)

(C6/P130)

Text

Text

Perseverance

Friendliness/com
munication



Curiousity



Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction,by ask the students,
repeat the conversation after the
teacher
Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students too find an information
from the text
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Perserverance

(C6/P132)

Text

Independence



(C6/P134)

Text

Friendliness/com
munication



(C6/P137)

Text

Independence



(C6/P138)

Text

Curiousity



(C6/P139)

Text

Independence



(C6/P141)
(C6/P142)

Text/pi
cture
Text

Environmental
awareness
Independence



(C6/P143)

Text

Reading interest

Friendliness/com
munication
(C6/P144)

Text/pi
cture

Curiousity

(C6/P146)

Text

Friendliness/com
munication

(C6/P147)

Text

Perseverance

(C6/P148)

Text

Curiousity



 Implicitly in task instruction by giving
many assignment to done by the
students’
Explicitly in task instruction by ask
each students to practice and present
the information students get.
Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction,by ask the students,
repeat the conversation after the
teacher.
Explicitly in task instruction by ask
each students to complete the table
based on the result
Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to ask 4/5 they friends
about they habits.
Contained explicitly in by ask each
students to practice and report the
information in they group without
reading a note.
 Implicitly in a picture explaining about
animals.
Contained explicitly in task instruction
by ask the students to based on the
result of discussion.
 Contained implicitly in a picture a boy
who is reading a book, unduirectly try
to teach value love reading.

Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction,by ask the students,
repeat after the teacher.

Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to fill the table based on a
classroom picture, and write the names
things they see in the table.

Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction,by ask the students,
repeat the conversation after the
teacher. Sentence by sentence
 Implicitly in task instruction by giving
many assignment to done by the
students’

Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students togo to home one of they
members, and observe the things there.
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(C7/P149)

Picture

Nationalism

 Implicitly in a cover picture with
indonesia flag undirectly teach the
students to love indonesia

Patrionism

 Implicitly in a cover picture with
indonesia flag undirectly teach the
students to love indonesia country by
keep national values in English
textbooks.

Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction,by ask the students,
repeat the conversation after the
teacher.
 Implicitly in picture of a conversation,
in which there is a picture a female
student wear veil

(C7/P150)

Text

Frienliness/comm
unication

(C7/P151)

Text

Religiousness

Friendliness/com
munication



Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction,by ask the students,
repeat the conversation after the
teacher.
Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction,by ask the students,
repeat the conversation after the
teacher
Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction,by ask the students,
repeat the conversation after the
teacher

(C7/P152)

Text

Friendliness/com
munication



(C7/P153)

Text

Friendliness/com
munication



Social awareness

 Implicitly in text conversation what
the character offer a souveneer , in
which undrictly teach the students how
to be good in society, undirectly teach
the students value of social awareness

Explicitly in task instruction by giving
each students’ to handwrite and
complete description on piece of paper
 Implicitly in task instruction by giving
many assignment to done by the
students’

Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction,by ask the students,
repeat the conversation after the
teacher

(C7/P154)

Text

Independence

(C7/P155)

Text

Perseverance

(C7/P156)

Text

Friendliness/com
munication
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 Implicitly in text conversation, what
the conversation always give true
informatiion
 Implicitly in picture of a conversation,
in which there is a picture a female
student wear veil

Honesty

(C7/P157)

Text/pi
cture

Religiousness

 Implicitly in text conversation, what
the conversation always give true
informatiion

Honesty

(C7/P158)

Text

Friendliness/com
munication



Friendliness/com
munication



Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction,by ask the students,
repeat the conversation after the
teacher
Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction,by ask the students,
repeat the conversation after the
teacher

Honesty

 Implicitly in text conversation, what
the conversation always give true
informatiion
 Implicitly in task instruction by giving
many assignment to done by the
students’
Contained in form explicitly, in some
of text what telling about people
kindness
Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to list activities of a
person . in which start the feel of
curiousity
Contained in form explicitly, in some
of text what give a appreciation for
things.
Explicitly in task instruction by ask
the students to list activities of a
person . in which start the feel of
curiousity
Explicitly in picture map of
Indonesian by ask the students to read
description in Indonesia map

(C7/P159)

Text

Perseverence

(C7/P160)

Text

Appreciation



(C7/P162)

Text

Curiousity



(C7/P163)

Text

Appreciation



(C7/P165)

Text

Curiousity



(C7/P166)

Picture

Nationalism



Patrionism
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Implicitly in activity by ask the
students’ to read indonesian map
undirectly teach the students values
patriotism by learning Indonesia
Friendliness/com
munication



 Implicitly in task instruction by giving
many assignment to done by the
students’

Explicitly in picture map of
Indonesian by ask the students to learn
some fact about indonesia

(C7/P167)

Text

Perseverance

(C7/P168)

Text/pi
ctue

Nationalism

Contained in form explicitly, from
task instruction,by ask the students,
repeat each description after teacher

Patrionism

 Implicitly in activity by ask the
students’ to learn fact about Indonesia,
undirectly teach the students values
patriotism by learning indonesia

Democracy

 Implicitly in a text conversation , who
in that text conversation drawed each
person free to deliver their opinion,
undirectly teach the students values of
democracy.
 Implicitly in a text conversation , who
in that text conversation drawed each
person free to deliver their opinion,
undirectly teach the students values of
democracy.

Explicitly in task instruction by ask
each students’ to complete the task in
the notebook
 Implicitly in task instruction by giving
many assignment to done by the
students’

Explicitly in text on the title “i’m
proud of Indonesia” by ask the
students to read that text

(C7/P170)

Text

Democracy

(C7/P171)

Text

Independence

(C7/P172)

Text

Perseverance

(C7/P173)

Text

Nationalism

Patrionism

 Implicitly in activity by ask the
students’ to read text “ i’m proud of
Indonesia, undirectly teach the
students values patriotism by learning
that text.
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(C7/P174)

Text

Perseverance

(C8/P179)

Text

creativity

(C8/183)

Text

Independence

 Implicitly in task instruction by giving
many assignment to done by the
students’

Explicitly by ask the students to found
a messages from a lyric songn bruno
mars “count on me”

Explicitly ib task instruction by ask
the students to handwrite a reflection
about they learn before

